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Prediction for the New Year: A Web3 Midterm
We just recently commissioned a popular opinion study to evaluate how considerable the web3
constituency will be as we head into the U.S. midterm elections next year. The findings were astonishing
for the a16 z web3 group, and we wished to share the outcomes.
We all understand 2021 has actually been a remarkable year for web3. DAOs rallied to make ownership
over crucial cultural artifacts more equalized. NFTs broke through into the cumulative awareness, with
everybody from developed artists and auction homes to significant video game studios and widely
known artists leaning in; more significantly, NFTs showed brand-new designs for young artists to get their
start and maintain an ownership stake in their work Play-to-earn video games provided brand-new
possibilities for digital economies. And dispersed networks assisted protect complimentary speech and
deal with the digital divide
Nowhere did the discussion alter more than amongst policymakers. The Bipartisan Infrastructure Bill– the
biggest piece of public works legislation considering that the New Deal– was moneyed in part by brandnew tax reporting commitments for digital possessions. While the legislation is imperfect, the message is
clear: Congress thinks web3 is here to remain. In 2021, the 117 th Congress presented expense after
costs around digital properties and decentralized innovation, while the leaders of the most essential
federal companies invested months comprehending the implications of stablecoins for the stability of the
U.S. monetary system and the worldwide economy.
Along the method, web3 has actually become a significant political force.
One in 5 Americans now owns digital properties, and 79% of citizens would be most likely to support a
prospect that supports broadening web3. The huge bulk of Americans concur that digital properties are
the future. The web3 constituency as a whole is more youthful, more varied, and leans left.
Below are a couple of considerable insights from the survey. These numbers show the truth that web3
gives optimism and enjoyment about the future amongst citizens. American citizens desire policymakers
to lean in and play an active function in supporting the next generation of the web.
We could not concur more.
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Web3 provides both parties with an essential chance heading into midterm elections. Citizens
appreciate the economy– which consists of web3. This is particularly real for young citizens and
Black/Hispanic citizens.
If a prospect supported broadening web3, 79% of signed up citizens state they would be most likely
to choose him or her. 17% are “a lot more most likely” to elect the prospect. This consists of 79%
of 18-34 citizens, 84% of Democrats, and 75% of signed up Independents and Republicans. 73%
of Hispanic and 79% of Black signed up citizens would be most likely to choose a prospect who
supports broadening web3.
22% state congressional, state, or regional prospect’s views on Web3 and the future of the web will
have a “considerable effect” on their choice to choose them in2022 This consists of 31% of 18-34
citizens, 27% of signed up Democrats, and 23% of signed up Republicans. 26% of Black and
Hispanic signed up citizens state it will have a substantial effect on their 2022 vote.
Crypto owners are an essential and growing constituency in the Democratic Party; they comprise
26% of self-identified Democrats. 61% of crypto owners state they elected Biden in 2020 compared
to simply 32% who state they elected Trump, and Biden stays popular amongst crypto owners (64%
authorize/ 36% disapprove).
The advantages of web3 are clear and effective to the large bulk of American citizens.
After hearing a description of web3– that consists of reference of digital possessions, NFTs,
ownership tokens, and DAOs, 77% of Americans have a beneficial view.
The leading advantages of web3 consist of:
Giving customers more control over their own information (93% concur)
Improving web security and personal privacy (93% concur)
Preventing China from surpassing the U.S. in innovation (88% concur)
Supporting specific ownership and the developer economy (85% concur)
Leaders on both sides of the aisle requirement to guarantee their financial techniques consist of a
function for web3. That is specifically real for prospects attempting to engage neighborhoods of
color.
Percentage of citizens concurring with the following declarations:
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18-34 age
bracket
64%
74%
61%
72%

Hispanic
citizens
72%
63%

Black
citizens
77%
80%

64%
74%

70%

80%

All
” digital possessions are the future of financing”
” crypto provides individuals direct control over theircash”
” crypto permits individuals a possibility at‘generational wealth’ they
might not have actuallyformerly been provided”

Voters do not wish to see heavy-handed efforts to close down or threaten the capacity of web3.
72% of citizens state federal governments must “make certain they comprehend brand-new web3
innovations and their various usages” prior to managing, instead of move rapidly to control brandnew web3 innovations in order to secure customers.
59% of citizens concur that “federal governments must play an active function in supporting
community-owned web3 platforms to efficiently take on and offer an alternative to Big Tech
business.”
Crypto owners are significantly varied, well-researched, and positive. This isn’t simply a trend–
it’s likewise about having more control over your properties.
20% of Americans state they own cryptocurrency. This number increases to 35% amongst
Americans 18-34, 27% amongst Hispanic Americans, and 30% amongst Black Americans.
89% of crypto owners state they purchased crypto to have “more direct control over my cash,” and
74% state they did considerable research study (” as much as I might/ sufficient research study till I
felt great”) prior to purchasing.
* This study, commissioned by Andreessen Horowitz and performed by Morning Consult, spoke with
2,191 signed up citizens in the United States online from December 1-3,2021 The margin of mistake of a
genuinely random sample is +/- 2 portion points; a bigger margin of mistake might use within subgroups.
The views revealed here are those of the specific AH Capital Management, L.L.C. (” a16 z”) workers
estimated and are not the views of a16 z or its affiliates. Particular info consisted of in here has actually
been gotten from third-party sources, consisting of from portfolio business of funds handled by a16 z.
While drawn from sources thought to be dependable, a16 z has actually not separately confirmed such
details and makes no representations about the long-lasting precision of the info or its suitability for an
offered circumstance.
This material is offered informative functions just, and need to not be trusted as legal, company, financial
investment, or tax recommendations. You must consult your own advisors regarding those matters.
Referrals to any securities or digital possessions are for illustrative functions just, and do not make up a
financial investment suggestion or deal to supply financial investment advisory services. This material is
not directed at nor desired for usage by any financiers or potential financiers, and might not under any
situations be relied upon when making a choice to invest in any fund handled by a16 z. (An offering to
invest in an a16 z fund will be made just by the personal positioning memorandum, membership
arrangement, and other appropriate paperwork of any such fund and must be checked out in their whole.)
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Any financial investments or portfolio business pointed out, described, or explained are not agent of all
financial investments in cars handled by a16 z, and there can be no guarantee that the financial
investments will pay or that other financial investments made in the future will have comparable qualities
or outcomes. A list of financial investments made by funds handled by Andreessen Horowitz (omitting
financial investments for which the company has actually not supplied authorization for a16 z to divulge
openly along with unannounced financial investments in openly traded digital possessions) is readily
available at https:// a16 z.com/investments/.
Charts and charts supplied within are for educational functions entirely and ought to not be trusted when
making any financial investment choice. Previous efficiency is not a sign of future outcomes. The material
speaks just since the date showed. Any forecasts, quotes, projections, targets, potential customers,
and/or viewpoints revealed in these products undergo alter without notification and might vary or contrast
viewpoints revealed by others. Please see https:// a16 z.com/disclosures for extra crucial details.
.
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